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2021 Candidate Pre-Interview Questionnaire 

Please type your response to questions in the field provided. Please limit answers to 300 words or 
less. 

1.Briefly describe your qualifications for this office and why you have chosen to run. In
addition, please identify up to 5 organizations or individuals who are actively
supporting your candidacy and why you believe their support is important.
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2. Please identify the three greatest issues or problems facing the City of Atlanta and
specifically how you would work to solve them.

3.Describe your leadership style and an example of a strategy you have used to motivate
others and deliver results. [For Mayoral Only] As Mayor, what will your process be in
vetting and selecting your staff and Cabinet leadership?
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4. Trust in the City’s service delivery and responsiveness is waning.  What improvements would you
make to these core service functions to restore public trust and improve quality of life for citizens
and businesses in Atlanta?

5. What are your views on the Buckhead cityhood movement?  What actions will you take
related to this issue?
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6. What is your philosophy on taxation in the City of Atlanta? What future funding streams
do you believe are needed to pay for the things we need to grow?  How should these opportunities
be evaluated?

7. If elected, describe your role in ensuring ethical and transparent management of City resources
by City employees.
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8. Describe your philosophy as to the City of Atlanta’s role in implementing public safety
reform. Which strategies should be prioritized, and if elected, how will you work to advance
them?  What partnerships are necessary to achieving success?

9. What role should diversion and policing alternatives play in the City’s broader public
safety strategy? How are these programs evaluated and funded?
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10. What role should the City of Atlanta play in economic development? What is your
perspective on urban redevelopment tools as the City competes for jobs, talent, and its share
of economic growth?

11. What role should the City of Atlanta play in addressing economic mobility and the
racial wealth gap? Which tools and strategies would your office advance, if elected?
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12. As we emerge from the pandemic, what are the major challenges facing the City for
economic recovery? How will your candidacy address them?

13. What strategies would you implement to improve the City’s supply of affordable housing? What
are the barriers to succeeding on this front and how will you work to overcome them?
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14. What strategies would you implement to protect residents from being displaced from
their communities, as housing prices continue to rise and eviction moratoriums expire?

15. What improvements, if any, need to be made to transparency and oversight on the More
MARTA program?  How should candidates for city appointments to the MARTA board be vetted
and approved?
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16. Describe your philosophy on the City’s current infrastructure backlog. If elected, what
strategies will you pursue to ensure forward progress is made? How would you expedite
project delivery in the City?

17. How important is sustainability to Atlanta’s continued growth and vitality?  What
sustainability initiatives have been most successful in Atlanta to-date and how build you upon
them?


	Candidate information
	Secondary contact information: (If you prefer that CBA direct scheduling inquiries to someone other than the candidate, check here __.)
	Untitled
	Untitled
	Untitled
	Untitled
	Blank Page

	Text1: I bring 30 years of leadership and professional experience from higher and secondary education, private sector, government, social work, and social justice to my aspiration to be elected to City Council Post 3 At-Large. I have served various cross-sectors of the community, provided solutions that prepare people and organizations to work together, and facilitated organizational change and transformation. I was a member of the leadership team recruited to support Atlanta Public Schools (APS) following the cheating scandal and established the Ombudsman's Office. During my two-year term, I provided impartial and confidential recourse in more than 1,600 cases of conflict. Reports were provided to the Superintendent and School Board to surmise systemic issues, opportunities for growth, recommend solutions, and improve operations and policy. I have also worked as a Project Manager at the Atlanta Committee for Progress, launched Atlanta's Centers of Hope with Parks and Recreation, and wrote the grant that secured funding from the Rockefeller Foundation for Atlanta to hire a Chief Service Officer and become a City of Service. I have chosen to run to lend my expertise, skills, and education to being a thoughtful, collaborative, and dedicated servant on Atlanta City Council.  

Active supporters of my campaign include 307 DONORS and 205 WOMEN who are a part of the endorsing Women for Jodi Committee. The notables named below are important because they influence a broad spectrum of constituents, reflect diverse voices, and share a commitment to my platform:  

Eshe Collins – Vice Chair, Atlanta School Board District 6  
Carolyn Young – Educator, civic leader Billye Aaron – Educator, non-profit executive  
Thomas Sampson – Managing Partner- Thomas Kennedy, Sampson, and Tompkins Law Firm  
Brooke Edmonds – Executive VP/Co-founder-Jackmont Hospitality  
Russell Gunn – Grammy nominee, award-winning jazz trumpeter  
Howard Lalli – President-HL Strategies  
Patsy Hilliard – Educator, former East Point Mayor  
Constance Barkley-Lewis – Development Director-Georgia State University 
	Text4: Atlantans look and depend on their city government to provide the most basic services: fire and police protection, clean water, sanitation services, and maintained parks and recreation spaces. It is imperative that citizens trust their government to deliver these services.  

Improvements that I would call for would include putting people first and providing excellent customer service delivery in every Department.    Doing business with the City can be cumbersome and some systems are antiquated.  I have personally experienced this challenge.  I would use my expertise and experience to identity better technology and opportunities to strengthen the professional acumen and service delivery model of city services.    

I would also support the provision of point of service keypad feedback from constituents and an audit of service delivery by Department to ensure we adopt best practices.  Collaboration between governmental agencies could also support optimal efficiency.  So, I would seek to advance the City as a good partner and develop strong partnerships.  Lastly, I would foster a culture of transparency, integrity, and positive ethical behavior.  
	Text5: I do not believe the current push for cityhood is the solution to the core concerns of the Buckhead City movement.  The concerns articulated by this movement are no different than those that plague other Atlanta neighborhoods.  Buckhead derives substantive fiscal benefit from, "inclusive” Atlanta dollars and visitors who consume the collective brand of Atlanta.  We got here together and should face issues together with a constructive and pragmatic approach.  

Atlanta co-created Buckhead, and Buckhead is Atlanta.  When residents and visitors shop and dine in Buckhead, collective and mutual benefit is derived. The same is true when someone shops at Atlantic Station, West End or Greenbriar Mall.  Separation fragments and disrupts the social capital of Atlanta, advances the “tale of two cities” and has caused a whisper campaign to, “Boycott Buckhead.”  Atlanta does not have time for division as the bell tolls post pandemic to get the City back on track.  As we face the challenge of reconciling disparities that contradict our rich civil rights legacy and reputation for being  "a City too busy to Hate,”the Buckhead succession exit solution further distracts us from remaining the beloved City that landed the 1996 Olympics.    

Atlantans must work together to stop crime, strengthen schools, create jobs, improve roads, and fund affordable housing.  We have seen how divisiveness can destroy civility.  Atlanta is better than that.  I will actively build consensus regarding a path forward that unites Atlanta. 
	Text6: My philosophy on taxation is less tax is the best tax.  Nearly 50 percent of our property taxes are allocated to help educate Atlanta’s students. As a City Councilmember, I will be thoughtful about taxation and how we adjust the millage rate as to not over-burden citizens and seniors on fixed incomes.  

Future funding streams should include the 500,000 plus people who come to our city daily and use our city services to ensure they are contributing a fair share. Moreover, County and State partnerships can provide new revenue sources.  It will also be beneficial for the City to explore best practices used by other cities as to not reinvent the wheel.    

Small measures can go a long way such as modernizing the comparison of properties to ensure the fairness and accuracy of annual assessments.  Lastly, I believe we should address eliminating the incentives awarded to the County Tax Assessor.
	Text7: As a member of Atlanta City Council, I would hold my colleagues, the Mayor's Office, its cabinet, vendors, contractor, and myself to the highest standard of transparency.  We must be good stewards of the public’s trust and resources.  I would be a vocal advocate for transparent disclosures of information, education, communication of Atlanta's Code of Ethics, and respect for the authority of the Atlanta Board of Ethics. 

Further, I will lead by example, be accountable, transparent, and ethical in my office, policymaking, and community engagement activities. I would call for ongoing ethics training, technologically innovative accountability practices, and swift processes to address unethical behavior.  Accountability, openness, and transparency would be my operational standard and expectation.

	Text8: Atlanta must create a safe environment for every citizen and visitor to our city and lead public safety reform.  As a City Councilmember, public safety will be a priority.  I will support: 

 - hiring additional police officers;
 - recruiting, retaining, promoting, and training community based police officers; 
 - providing innovative police training in psychology, de-escalation, and understanding of diverse     cultures and populations; 
 - aligning and streamlining our public-private partnerships and intergovernmental relationships, such as strategic partnership with Atlanta Public Schools that involve education and resources for students in conflict resolution;
 - piloting community services that engage neighbors and young people in conflict resolution, de-escalation, alternative engagement activities (afterschool and parent support programs, neighborhood clean-ups, active neighborhood watch, and summer jobs for youth); 
 - funding additional technologies such as Operations Shield Camera Network (license, tracking, street cameras with live monitoring);
 -  listening tours in communities impacted by gun violence;
 - more funding for the City's CURE Violence Program.

	Text9: The Policing Alternatives & Diversion Initiative (PADS), should be robustly funded and have a broader presence in Atlanta’s public safety strategy and trajectory. Police data shows that a significant number of people are arrested for noncriminal activity. I would support broadening the presence of PADS Harm Reduction Staff to be available 24-hours to assist individuals who have been detained by police for non-criminal activity.  
 
This program should also be funded by the civic and business community to support a public information campaign to educate citizens.  Normalizing calls to Atlanta’s PADS 311 Community Referral could be beneficial.  Use of PADS 311 rather than 911 could ensure that more people who have mental, behavioral or drug abuse issues could be helped.  In less than five years, PADS has potentially saved the lives of more than 150 people who could have been arrested for minor offenses. Moreover, police officers are often distracted from policing duties or unnecessarily endangered in escalations.  I applaud City Council for approving the $1.5M for PADS in the city’s last budget and support the continuation and expansion of that funding.  Lastly, I would support the inclusion of diversion data in our public safety crime reporting to be routinely shared at City Council and NPU meetings.
	Text10: The City of Atlanta must continue to be the economic powerhouse of our region and state.  Despite unprecedented challenges in 2020, our City remained attractive to Fortune ranked companies. The tools we need to compete with our regional neighbors to attract jobs and investments are numerous and include — offering tax credits and incentives, identifying federal funds to collaborate with the private sector, leveraging intergovernmental relationships, having a great police department and public safety plan, and boasting of safe neighborhoods with great schools, and efficient clean transportation (bus, rail, trolly, sidewalks, paths/lanes, etc.). 

Inclusivity, equity, and excellence will also be required to attract companies and support the expansion and retention of small businesses throughout the City.  Our continued economic success rest in part on supporting the One Atlanta: Economic Mobility, Recovery and Resiliency Plan. I want our city to equally welcome and support new economic investors while supporting local small businesses in their recovery from 2020's impact. I believe both can bring good-paying jobs and investments in affordable housing and neighborhoods. 

Lastly, urban redevelopment is a critical part of the economic development engine of our City, communities, and families. Collaborative and strong partnership with Atlanta Public Schools, parents, and students must be culminated.  Communities and new business prospects require and need good schools and workforce demands require the production of savvy, smart, workforce ready students and parents.      

	Text11: Equity is the unfinished business of the civil rights movement.  Economic mobility and closing the racial wealth gap require source not symptom approaches to addressing systemic and institutional inequality.  First, education must be used as an equalizer.  Economic mobility correlates strongly to educational attainment and preparedness for work.   The City and APS must be better partners and collaborate with WorkSource Atlanta and the Metro Chamber.  I would advocate for partnerships that involve soft skills development, career training, and mentoring that lead to expanded employment opportunities for high school students, young parents, and adults. 

Second, we must develop community-based paths to homeownership.  Intergenerational wealth through homeownership fuels economic mobility. I would prioritize improving access to affordable, safe, quality housing, and paths to homeownership in legacy neighborhoods. My efforts would involve preservation of affordable housing through intergovernmental collaborations, partnerships with nonprofits and foundations, and working with housing developers to create land trusts and property donations for housing opportunities targeting low-to-moderate income families. 

Sustainable mobility can be accomplished through Improving education and providing paths to home ownership in Atlanta’s poorest neighborhoods.  Taking one step at a time, we can trend with quantifiable success in the direction of economic mobility and addressing the racial wealth gap.     

	Text13: While economists report that Atlanta and Georgia are slated to fair well as we climb from the pandemic with new job opportunities and a diverse workforce, I believe the City of Atlanta still has major challenges to face. These challenges include housing affordability, gun violence, confidence in our public safety operations, learning loss for students, and resuscitating the hardest hit business sectors (hospitality, food service, the arts and entertainment).  To represent the interest of the City, I will:   

 -push to reach our goal 20,000 affordable homes for families over the next five years through informed and smart-policy decision making, consideration of incentives for developers who share Atlanta's vison for housing affordability;  
 - seek to recruit, retain, promote, and train community-based officers and reform public safety operations to include innovative police training in psychology, de-escalation, and understanding of diverse cultures and populations;  
 - cultivate strategic partnerships with Atlanta Public Schools (and the private sector) to regain traction in building a qualified future workforce; 
 - encourage and support incentives, grants, and loans that provide funding streams to reignite our hospitality, tourism, food service and arts and culture industries.
	Text14: It is important that we support a national search and dedicate assets to hire a top leader in housing to implement our One Atlanta Housing Affordability Action Plan. This person/plan will guide our efforts to provide permanent and affordable housing and appropriate the $100M of new bond funding to create and preserve affordable housing. My priorities would involve preservation of affordable housing through intergovernmental collaborations, partnerships with nonprofits/foundations and housing developers to create land trusts and property donations for housing to target low/moderate income families.  

I would also explore our existing city-owned properties to help supply 14,000 more affordable housing units. Public-private development partnerships could create affordable, quality housing and thriving communities. Further, it is imperative that the City stop displacing single-family homeowners and our seniors in heritage neighborhoods by taxing them out of their homes.  I support: 1) helping legacy residents repair and maintain their homes; 2) providing resources to seniors to assist with taxes; and 3) multi-level partnerships that offer affordable homeownership opportunities to APS parents and unsheltered/homeless individuals and families.  

Barriers include: 1) housing investors holding on to properties to later sell them significantly higher than valued; 2) city inefficiencies in tracking down absentee property owners and efficient permitting; and 3) legacy homeowners selling their homes at less than valued to developers who often demolish properties and further reduce affordable housing stock in neighborhoods.  

 I would work to overcome these barriers by improving zoning, addressing technology inefficiencies, implementing strategies from the Housing Affordability Plan, and introducing community-based   homeowner education programs throughout the City.  
	Text15: I wholeheartedly support the strategies outlined in the One Atlanta Housing Affordability Plan that call for prevention of involuntary displacement, expansion of property tax programs, and targeted outreach to vulnerable communities to increase participation in housing affordability programs. 

To decrease displacement my strategies would include advocating for policies that set aside a percentage of tax revenues from rising property values to be reinvested into low-income housing, 
provide rental assistance to stabilize families impacted by the long-term impact of the pandemic, and spearhead community education and engagement in gentrifying neighborhoods to explore moratoriums that allow for thoughtful planning around preservation of neighborhoods. Moreover, as moratoriums expire, I think it is critical that we offer longstanding homeowners in gentrifying communities' options and protections from predatory lenders and investors. 

Lastly, we must anticipate and plan for displacement.  I would seek to partner with United Way, the private sector and philanthropist in the City to create and fund a 90-day safety net point of capture for displaced individuals and families.  The majority of those displaced are expected to be women with children needing immediate housing and pathways to stability that allow their children to attend school, learn, and have a sense of normalcy.  
	Text16: Atlanta's Department of Transportation and the More MARTA program have the framework to streamline and improve transportation infrastructure and meet our mobility needs (buses, roads, sidewalks, bike lanes).  As a collaborator with MARTA, I would support diverse transportation options for workers, students and visitors and extend plans to further maintain our streets, sidewalks, and neighborhoods. A robust transportation operation is necessary for community and economic development.  Before getting a car, MARTA was the primary mode of transportation I used to get to school and work.  It is important that we continue to improve our roads and MARTA to offer efficient and assessable transportation to citizens.  

Atlanta's success in offering affordable housing, good-paying jobs, thriving businesses and neighborhoods are intricately connected to transportation. To ensure that citizens receive the benefits of a 21st century transportation network, I am committed to identifying the best funding avenues and highly qualified leaders to provide oversight and management.  I also support improving spending with better oversight and management of TSPLOST funding and looking into the vetting and approval process for city appointments to the MARTA board.  Those efforts would allow citizens to know more about appointees' background, professional experiences, and strengths. 
	Text17: Progress to chip away at Atlanta's $900 million infrastructure backlog to bring our roads up to standards must be improved. It must be a priority now as it connects us to everything: business investments, jobs, schools, transportation, and tourism. While we can see some progress across our city even during this pandemic, I believe that the infrastructure work must be a priority along with public safety and housing affordability. Repairing our roads, building sidewalks and filling potholes contribute to our quality of life. When these things are broken for extended periods, they trigger other issues including traffic congestion, personal injuries, strains on public safety, citizen inconvenience, delays in economic development, and other challenges that eventually further tax our government and its citizens.   

I support exploring new policy solutions to address growing infrastructure backlog. I would push for revisiting our ReNew Atlanta plan to ensure that it reflects changes due to our rapid population growth, gentrification, pandemic and the needs of large companies and small businesses. As an At-Large Councilmember, I would aspire to make improvements that address gaps in service and diminish quality of life.   
	Text18: For Atlanta to continue its growth trajectory, the City Council must support the implementation of the Clean Energy Atlanta Plan. It is a strong blueprint for 100 percent of our citizens to have access to clean energy by 2035 in our government operations and communities.  

I will ensure this plan flows and adapts to Atlanta's growing social, demographic, and economic changes. The Atlanta Better Buildings Challenge and the Atlanta Commercial Energy Efficiency Ordinance are effective strategies that contribute to the Mayor's Office of Resilience building a successful track record toward our energy efficiency goals.  The City has reduced its CO-2 emissions by more than a half million metric tons through its partnership with Bloomberg American Cities Climate Challenge and is fostering a sustainable transportation network with the One Atlanta Strategic Transportation Plan.   

I would build upon this success by supporting green energy policy conversations that promote equity, improve public health and job creation across Atlanta, and propel continued public and private development. Additionally, I would support education programming that leverages community participation in helping us to reach our goals. 
	Text2: PUBLIC SAFETY is a profoundly important issue requiring immediate solutions.  A sense of safety and security must be restored.  To solve the problem of ending gun violence and stopping crime I would facilitate communitywide engagement between APD, citizens, public-private partners, intergovernmental agencies, and APS.  I would support Atlanta Youth Promise Centers, lead community listening tours on gun violence, fund the City’s CURE Violence Program and ensure that we recruit, retain, promote, and train community-based officers.     

AFFORDABLE HOUSING.  Every Atlantan deserves a place to live; however, for many, affordable housing options are unavailable or limited. I would work to solve this problem by supporting the $100M Housing Opportunity Bonds and public-private development partnerships to create affordable, quality housing and thriving communities.  I would also support dedicating assets to hire a leader to reach our goal of building and renovating 20,000 affordable homes and helping legacy residents with resources to repair and maintain their homes.  Lastly, I would support funding to provide permanent housing and wraparound services to Atlanta’s unsheltered/homeless individuals and families.   

TRANSPORTATION.  Our roads and transit strategy require improvement.  I will champion the work of the Atlanta Transportation Department and adoption of Vision Zero.  I will vote to fund robust construction and repair of streets, sidewalks, bike lanes/paths for accessibility and connectivity, and advocate for thoughtfully designed streets that increase visibility, discourage speeding, separate transportation modes, and protect pedestrian crossings. I will support 1) technology that tracks speeding, street racing and other unsafe motorist behaviors; 2) leveraging safety education to build consensus; 3) completing connections and segments of the Beltline that bridge transit and provide economic and employment opportunities; and 4) the work of ReNew Atlanta.  Lastly, I will advocate to protect ownership of Hartsfield-Jackson Atlanta International Airport and commit to operating it with strong, experienced leadership and transparency.  
	Text 3: My leadership style is diplomacy and consensus building.  I lead with sentences such as, “we all agree,” to minimize discord, highlight agreement, motivate enthusiasm, and direct results.  As the Ombudsman of APS, I navigated leaders and constituents through difficult and challenging conversations in small and large group settings.  An example where I used my leadership strategy involved a decision by the APS administration to change the payroll schedule for school bus drivers from bi-weekly to monthly. The administration provided minimal advance notice to the drivers. The drivers protested and threatened to park buses at the APS Central Office rather than deliver students to schools.   
 
APS administrators threatened that any driver arriving at Central Office would be fired.  My office was engaged to de-escalate.  I started the conversation with, "we all agree that bus drivers will be compensated for work,”and "the district has changed the pay schedule.”Thereafter, I asked those involved, “what solution could accommodate both desired outcomes?”Both stakeholders agreed that bus drivers having multiple pay options to transition into the monthly schedule was a fair compromise to allow those impacted to plan and for the monthly pay plan to be implemented.  Socio-emotional intelligence and compromise are at the heart of my leadership and personal style. 


